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The Way of the Year
• Frances De Vlieger Anderson
Far in the dingle lush with April
Vibrant with joy to warm the blood,
A sudden stir
A sudden blur
Of white — then softly after.
White feet that rose and fell and fled amid a Dryad's laughter!
Deep in the azure realm of summer
Enameled with gold of finches' wings,
A mortal spell
Unmans the will;
And lost to the roses season.
To stay is hfe though night be soon, to go — the path of treason.
High where the hillsides* flaming maples
Pubush the dearth of bee and rose.
The haunting grace
Of autumn's face
Commands the heart: "Remember
The fall of a leaf, in the fall of the year, the pahng of ember by ember.'
Deaf to the wind when the wind cries "Havoc!"
Bhnd to the glare of crystal storm,
Tlie meadow mice
Inherit ice
In the wake of the hawk, their hunter;
And dreamless, curl in velvet sleep through the crystal world of winter.
The Ring
• Brother D. Adelbert, F.S.C.
AT FIRST she Keard mainly thescrabbling and whining of
the dogs. Then like an added
one of tbem, like another Wulf, she
thought, heavy-chested, unfriendly,
untamed, the wind joined voice.
She heard it first, then felt it. In the
hall the smoke quickly thinned,
drawn upw^ards through the roof-
vent by its ally in the night. Chilled,
she arose and turned the greyed
coals, carefully piling new w^ood,
split faggots, on and around them.
As the splints took and the fire
closed over them in orange reds then
blues, she saw more distinctly the
form and features of the man near
her there by the fire.
Though Hildric looked at the
flames, she thought, he did not see
them. He did not hear the surly
wind nor feel it on his back nor did
he hear the restless dogs outside.
His eyes, his thoughts, half his heart
at least — let it not be more than
half r-^ were many winds and nights
and miles away, and she was not
there where they were.
She returned to the foldstool and
to the second nearly finished slipper
she had been beading. Doeskin
without, rabbit fur within, so
stamiped and beaded and laced that
he could wear them with pride be-
side the hearths of mightier lords,
they would warm his feet when she
could not in that distant land whose
mioors his thoughts already walked,
his eyes already saw^ there in the fire.
The w^ind's voice was louder now,
more unfriendly still. She heard it
and awaited the next sound, expect-
ing it, hearing it alone in her mind
even before she heard it join with
the wind. More hostile to her than
the wind or the night, as hostile
as what Hildric saw there in the
fire, it did not long delay its meet-
ing with her thought. She heard it
now, at first a muttering almost
within the wind, then the sullen,
broken, persistent roar as it fought
in mock rough and tumble with the
wind over the rocky shelf of the
beach as over a veteran bone.
The sea, which now intruded its
voice on her ears, joined with the
less hostile voices of Wulf and the
other dogs, of the chill though April
wind, of the usual fearful sounds of
the night, dominating them all,
dominating her mind and her hope.
The sea was her real rival and a
god, powerful. Repeatedly he had
torn from her those she had loved
most dearly. Some he had never
returned.
He trod now upon the shore of
her thought. She spoke to him there.
Twice you Jiave come between
my lom and me. Noiv a neiv time
he goes with. you.
The sea did not seem to be listen-
ing. The flames on the burning
splints grevv^ brighter and the shad-
ows in the dim hall darker, sharper.
Do you plot to trap him in your
storms as you aid his father Hroth-
ulf, the hoary-loched old man with
the rough cheeks and eyes lihe
lantern candles whom I loved also?
The flames turned blue again.
1
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Tlie sKadows moved more softly on
tKe walls. Some of them played
with Hildric's Kair. Tlie sea con-
tinued attending to its own affairs,
unheeding, irresponsible.
He was ever kind to me, Hrothulf
was, every day of my life since he
freely gave gold to huy me from the
fierce Saxons.
The sea spoke then, but he did
not speak distinctly, and a dog had
yapped, and she could not catch
what the sea said.
Still looking at the flames or
through them, Hildric stirred rest-
lessly.
You have also come between my
mother and me, and now I do not
know if she is living, as my lord
is, or if she is dead lihe Hrothulf.
The sea, she heard him distinctly
now, spoke a riddle of two parts, but
she was a land woman and could
not unravel either one.
Hildric leaned forward and took
a stick from the kindling basket. In
the powdery white ash on the
hearth's edge he seemed to draw
something, slowly, carefully. She
could not see from where she sat
what it was. She added a red bead
to complete the row.
We would have heen happy to-
gether, my mother and I, even though
we were slaves, for the Tloman lord
of the villa was ever kind and just,
1 remember, but you brought us the
seafarers. Now I am here amongst
them, and my lord and husband is
a seafarer, and again you lure him
to follow the others.
The wind howled at the dogs,
commanding them. He, Neorth, was
also a god.
Wi?? you return him to me as you
did before, or wiU you keep him
as you did my mother and Hrothulf?
Both the sea and the wind spoke
an imperious answer, but they were
too loud, and they answered together
as brother gods sometimes do, so
she could not understand what they
said.
She began stitching the last row^
of beads to the second slipper. These
slippers Hildric vi'ould w^ear when
he set forth in his ship, when he
walked the floors of distant halls.
Perhaps he will walk the same
floor stones that I walked as a
child, though it is little likely. One
does not hope for such gifts from
the gods.
W/ien he journeyed across you
before, you kept him from me over-
long. The first time 1 bore it more
easily, for I was only a child then.
But last spring, the second time,
after he had spoken for me and we
were betrothed, 1 was fearful he
would never return. W/iy did you
keep him so long?
The sea confided something to
the wind but did not answer her.
You are surely not a woman-god,
O Sea, for if you were, you would
have been as kind to me as Preya
and not have saddened my wedding
day with death-sorrow. You would
have given back Hrothulf, but him
you closed in your chill grave, and
Hildric returned that day with no
joy in his eyes, though our bridal
bed awaited us.
The pattern of her complaint was
ended as she completed the last file
of beads on the second slipper. The
sea v^^ithdrew from her mind. She
took both slippers and looked at the
finished designs. Sun runes and
star runes gleamed before her in
beads of red and green. They would
keep the fiends of cold and damp-
ness from piercing her lord's feet
with their pain spears. To strengthen
the runes she now^ whispered over
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the slippers the cKarm she nad
learned from the great lady in the
hall of the Lord Aesh, where she
had been bred to noble life. Bend-
ing over, she brushed them with
the breath of the magic words,
"Loici, God of WisJom,
Loki, God of Swiftness,
Grant to the wearer fleetness.
Wisdom to Kis footsteps.
Fend far tfie rain fiends.
Bright shoes be cunning!
Fend far the frost fiends.
Bead runes be craftyl
Fare not near slay-worms.
Tread not near fen-snakes.
Hear this, O Loki.
\Voden and Frigga,
Grant this, O Thunor,
Freya and Balder."
Hearing the mufHed cadences of
her words, Hildric tooK a drinking
horn from its stand on the table and
answ^ered her.
"Were this the turf cot of a hind,
a man would have to quench his
thirst from need's jug and drink
water, but here is a lord's hall, w^ith
beer and ale and mead in plenty,
w^ere it only offered by those who
have nothing better to do than mum-
ble old women's nonsense to a pair
of shoes. " He turned again to the
fire.
She arose, mindful of having for-
gotten in her care for the morrow
what was fitting for today, perhaps
her lord's last night ashore. She
called a serving thrall, a boy of
twelve, who had been asleep hunched
over on the wall bench.
"Oswin, a light. Your master is
thirsty.
"
The boy, waking, looked up, mo-
mentarily displaced, then rising,
lighted a rush candle and preceded
her through a small doorway and
along a narrow passage parallel to
the hall.
"In here, boy," she said, turning
and unlocking a door. "Draw a
flagon of mead, and mind you let
it not o'erflow the brim."
She took the candle from him and
held it close overhead while he
fumbled for the cock on the huge
tun set into the wall. As they
watched the golden stream purl into
the flagon, she said, "Your master
shall have mead rather than ale
tonight and every night while he
bides ashore. There v^^ill be little
mead on shipboard for him.
"
"Will not the messenger come
tonight. Mistress?"
"He may come yet, boy, though
it grows late. But you may get you
to bed after we have done here."
She returned to the hall with the
boy and taking the horn from Hil-
dric, filled it from the flagon, his
eyes following her hands. Then she
held it out to him, brimming with
the redolent liquid.
"Here, my lord. Have joy of it,
and health. I am sorry I forgot
tonight's needs. My thoughts are
on the morrow's."
She saw the boy waiting.
"You can seek your bed now,
Oswin. Much work awaits us the
morrow. Take your candle with you
or you'll nod asleep in the dark at
the foot of your loft ladder.
"
"Goodnight, my lord, my lady,"
the boy said smiling, bowing to
each, then turned and left.
As she watched his candle's flame
float across the darkened room, she
heard squirrels scampering about on
the high roof of the hall, though
squirrels would hardly be out at
night.
"Rain," said Hildric. "That will
hurry that lagging runner from Gar-
mund. He should have been here
by sundown. I could run the way
from Angleford myself in half a day.
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and ke would not have been sent
much later than noon."
"Haply Ke was not sent at all and
will not come tonight, " she said
hopefully. The wind and the sea
she heard muttering again together
in the night without.
"I think he will come. Tomorrow
is the day we planned on, and nttle
there is that would hinder a man
like Garmund. No, he sent him
and he'll get here. This rain will
make him sorry he straggled though.
'
She returned to the foldstool with
the shppers beside it. Wearily she
laid her hands in her lap, looking
down at them, seeing the silver ring
with its large pearl which Hildric
had placed on her hand a year ago,
the sign of her wedlock, seeing the
strange runes graven there, runes
she could not read, which had never
been read for her by any who had
seen them and remarked their
strangeness. Yet were there not
runes hke these here and there in
the villa in Britain when she was
a child? But she was only six win-
ters and summers old then and she
could not be sure. In the firelight
she traced them with her eyes —
1X0 U C.
Haply they are charm runes to
jena ojj evil fiends and night
stalkers. Haply the name of some
god. Think you so, my heart? If
it is a god's name they sign here,
may he ever watch over our wedloch
and bring Hildric hach. over the
sea roads to Angle, to this hall, to
these hands and arms, that they
may hold him, again, and to our hed
ivhere his hold warm love may mas-
ter mine and bring us those sons and
daughters whom we have not yet.
If only Garm.und's messenger
ivould not come tonight. I would
then have my lord for another
whole day.
Turning to fill the drinking horn
w^ith more mead, Hildric saw his
wife looking intently at her wedding
ring, turning it to catch the firelight,
and he remembered a scene in an-
other hall when he had watched
her examine the ring so before,
intently as now^, but for the first time.
The great oak hall of the Lord
Aesh had been bright with pine
torches that evening and the places
around the tables filled with guests
from all the homesteads of the valley
and beyond. To the right of Aesh
at the high table he himself had
been seated with a golden chain
about his neck, as was fitting for a
young lord at his wedding feast,
and with winding bands of gold
on his upper arms, and his cousin
Garmund's gift, a silver-hilted dag-
ger, at his side. Theodora had been
seated to the left of the Lady Hilda
in a long gown of blue velvet, with
silver clasps upon her ermine cuffs,
and with his silver ring upon her
hand.
Never before had any but his
father, Hrothulf, and himself seen
this ring since that year, ten w^inters
past, when Hrothulf, returned from
a raid with his Saxon friends, had
brought home to his hall the four
brass-bound caskets of treasure, this
ring amongst it, and had led to the
bedside of Irmenred, his ailing wife,
this maid, a child of six then r--
the maid, the ring, as strange as
each other.
The Saxons, who had taken her
from some Roman town in Britain
along with her mother, had w^ished
to sell her when she w^as older at
one of the Roman markets along the
Rhine. But gold held in today's
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hand is brighter than gold seen with
tomorrow's eye, and Hrothulf nad
been able to buy her from them as
a maid servant for Irmenred.
The ring and other treasures he
had wisely taken from the same
town when he saw it would be
shameful to leave them so unguarded
for flames to destroy or for scaveng-
ing dragons to hide in the hollow
earth.
The maid —> Theodora they had
found her name to be, and a know-
ing Saxon who spoke the Roman
tongue said she and her mother were
Greeks and had been thralls '— re-
mained at Hrothulfsburg two years,
until Irmenred died. Hrothulf had
then asked Aesh and the Lady Hilda
to bring her here to this hall and
train her further in courtly life. Now^
he had asked her of Aesh and had
w^ed her here in the great hall,
though their joy w^as marred by
Hrothulf's death.
She had shown her ring to the
Lady Hilda and to Aesh, asking
if they knew^ aught of the magic
runes her ring held and the thought
they locked there.
Recalling this, Hildric smoothed
the ashes on the hearth with his
outstretched foot and again took a
stick and wrote the ring-runes there,
where he had earlier traced the map
of his planned sea-raid. He had
puzzled over them so often that they
had worn themselves into his mem-
ory as into the ring itself, but they
still withheld their secret from him.
Aesh and the Lady Hilda had
looked closely at her ring but had
been unable to tell her aught of its
writing. She herself had looked at
it again with wonder and then turn-
ing had looked at Hildric proudly,
smiling.
As he w^atched her turning the
ring now to catch the firelight, she
looked up at him, sensing his eyes
on her, and smiled as if sharing w^ith
him the memory of that same scene
in the hall of Aesh the year before.
She brought the finished slippers
to him.
"Here my lord. May these warm
you and ward your feet from aches
on your sea-faring. They'll fit, I
trust. Will try them?"
Hildric took them from her and
turning them over in his hands saw^
that they vi'ere fashioned with skill
and care. He put them on. Comfort
lay in their snug, warm fit.
"They are well made, w^ife." he
said, walking a few steps in them.
A teasing glint came to his eyes as
he said to her, "I w^onder now^ if I
am wed to an elf-wife, so cunning
she is. Whither came you, girl?"
He drew her to his side.
Her lips, two heathberries, an-
swered with equal banter, "Truly,
my lord, I am a water-witch, and
the w^hite-haired sea god Hrothulf
has cast me up on this wild shore
and sent a great dragon named
Hildric to devour me."
"And that he shall, piecemeal,"
he said, pressing his lips against the
curve of hers. "But first he must
fly to far Britain to bring back to his
hoard a treasure which men there
have little care of."
"Will he return, and soon?" she
asked, her eyes searching his anxi-
ously.
"Aye, that he must," he whis-
pered, "for his fair prisoner has cast
a spell over him with a pair of
magic slippers."
Suddenly they heard the dogs out-
side set to baying and howling, and
the gate warden shout his challenge
over that of the dogs, and the
answering shout of the stranger.
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"That will be Garmund's tardy
messenger. So we'll put to sea to-
morrow after all. You'd best ready
Kim some meat and ale, wire.
"
He kissed ber. Then, removing
tbe slippers, be stamped into bis
boots and strode out into tbe dark-
ness.
Tbe growbng of tbe dogs and tbe
roll of tbe surf filled tbe ball tbrougb
tbe miomentarily open doorway.
Tbeodora picked up tbe beaded
sbppers and felt ber fear return as
tbe sound of tbe sea again wasbed
in upon ber tbougbt. Sbe put tbe
sbppers on tbe table and turned to
stir tbe fire.
Looking down at tbe beartb, sbe
stopped, startled. Tbere in tbe
smoothed asbes sbe saw^ tbe runes
of ber ring — I X © U C '— wbicb
Hildric bad -written. Sbe knew now
tbat be carried tbem as w^ell as sbe.
Though the thought you hold, he
it a charm or a god's name, is secret,
yet both of you are locked in Hil-
dric's m.ind as on my ring itself and
will go with him. on his sea journey
and he with him on the misty m,oors
of that far island, once my home.
Sbe looked at tbem on ber ring.
Go with him and ward him. from
all evils. Bring him hack to me.
Tbe wind was quieter now, and
tbe sea sounded farther off as tbe
tide began to ebb over tbe shelving
rocks and churned sand.
You are not so fearsome nou;.
Sea God.
Sbe stooped to pile new faggots
on tbe fire. Then for tbe first time
sbe felt it, as if her body were a
hazel branch leapt on by a squirrel.
It brushed her heart again, and her
cheeks flushed with joy. Quickly
sbe prepared tbe food and ale. Then
opening the hall door, she looked
out into tbe clearing night, eagerly
awaiting her husband's return.
Note: I X e U C — the Greet worcl "fisK."
a popular early Christian acrostic for Jesus




I am ready to go into the night.
If I could leave one joy. one sign tbat I lived,
I would not fight death.
Now
I do not fear, fear the threat of darkness;
There is another caught in that same abyss.
Let me free him and . . . go.
A Libretto in Original Verse
Por A Cantata Based On "The Trojan Women"
® Howard A. Wiley
THE CAST
TALTHYBIOS (basso) : a herald of the Greeks
HECUBA (contralto) : the queen of Troy
CASSANDRA (soprano) : daughter of Hecuba, a prophetess
THE WOMEN OF TROY (female chorus)
THE GREEK SOLDIERS (male cKoras)
THE SETTING:
A barren point along the shore of Ilium. The women of Troy, wear-
ing ragged xvhite raim.ent, huddle together at one side. Some are
standing, some sitting, in a tableau of grief and resignation. HECUBA
stands in front of them., her head bowed, her hands clenched into
fists. In the bachground the city of Troy stands on a hill. The sil-
houette of its jagged, ruiried skyline is illumined by the glow of flames
from within its crumbled walls. It is just before dawn and the shy is
pale but lightless.
THE WOMEN: Lost . . . lost . . . lost . . .
W^e are lost O Ilium,
W^e are lost;
Our lire lies cKarredi
In your smoking walls;
It is too Kard . . . too Kard . . .
It is too hard . . .
(TALTHYBIOS enters and confronts the women.)
TALTHYBIOS: Trojan women, hear!
I, TaltKybios, herald of the victors,
Greece,
Assign you to your fate.
Your Troy, seduced by pregnant steed,
Big with Death,
Has fall'n to treachery's spears;
Craclding flames have hushed to sighs.
And all the glory is but a glow







We are lost O Ilium
We are lost . . .
Poor spoils of war!
Lustless flesK for heroes' beds.
Hardly fit for slaves of court;
Yet you must go. Your Troy burns out ^-
Ilium is an ember
And hope burnt black,
I, TaltKybios. berald of the Greeks,
Am come on command of conquerer-kings.
The ships of the Achaeans lie in wait







The gods decreed the fall of Troy >—'
We are lost ... I
And now ordain your slavery »—
O gods of wrath who trample down!
O gods of war who open wounds!
What gods are these?
Our lips cry out to form your names i—
Our tongues intone a husk of rites;
W^hat gods are these?
Our land lies low that once gre'w sweet
With olive tree in clean white sky;
Fond dwellings run with shadowed blood
Where children laughed on sunlit days;
The burning flesh of hero-sons
Is incense-stench on altar nres;
What gods are these?
What gods are these?
O God, what gods are these >— ?








This misery . . .
Gray light
Uncovers all.








Were I a goddess
I'd command the sun
To stay behind the East;
Its light illumines nothing here
But bitterness, despair, dark fear . .
Mists rise,
A bird flies.
But less than goddess,
Hecuba is least of mortals now.
Less than queen, less than wife
>—' more than age, more than pain —>




And lights the sky.
Is there no hope?
No delay?
Empty asking ^- I
What difference
If we go or stay?
Behind, the ashes and the graves -—
-
Ahead, long nights as Argive slaves -—
'
Your weeping, vs^omen.
And your pleas, shattered queen.
No more assail the Hellene heart
Than w^ooden arrows
Crack a marble wall;
All your grief, woe, lamentation ^-
Naught prevail against the iron-hard law
That charts your plight;
Unslaked vengeance
Thirsts for blood, for broken cries
To set against Grecian gore and tears
Poured out
By Trojan spears.
Do you think that loot and bounty.
Weighed in tons, shining gems.
Cattle, horses, fabrics
Rich in sheen.
Can pay for Argive lives spilled out
On Trojan plain?
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All Ilion's gold is balm
Unequal to the worth
Of lowest Argive warrior slain.
All Ihum's riches.
Multiplied forever more.
Cannot outpress one dram
Of Grecian pain!
Granite-visaged vengeance.
Like a flame encased in stone.
Is the rock on
Which your slender ship of hope
Is broken.
And waves of victor's justice
Batter it
To nothingness.
Look upon your conqueror's camp;
Count the festering sorrows there: —
Begin with Helen, Spartan harlot.
Whose wicked brain is root and soil
Of Trojan ill and Argive hurt ahke;
Her faithless flight from mighty Menelaus
Launched ten years of tragedy.
To restore her husband's eaten pride
Ten thousand Trojans died;
To win her back to Menelaus' bed
Twice ten thousand Greeks are dead.
And Helen, wicked root of rottenness.
Gave false loyalty
To Trojan love.
Count Paris, Priam's son.
And father of seduction.
Who wrested wilhng Helen
From Menelaus' grasp;
An anti-conscience, Paris whispered
That inwisdom Helen heard.
That word
That urged the deed
That launched ten years of tragedy.
And Paris, fuse of perfidy.
Was sired by Trojan king.
A Libretto in Original Verse II
Number Hector, heir to Troy,
Whose cunning spelled the fiery doom
Of Argive ships, who
Murdered brave Patroclus
And fearless slew the Hellene warriors
More swiftly than Apollo's darts.
Hector, too, was son of Troy,
Your flesh, abandoned queen ^- I
Count while waking and in slumber.
Count until Olympus fall.
Count until the end of number <—
'
Argive ills are Trojan all >—• I
This the force that lies behind
Your fate;
This boiling sea of rage.
Churning, bottomless i—i
Was there punishment
That would drain all agony
From human brain
And yet leave only pain.
It would not be
Enough
To use the bitterness
That pushes on you now.
The fall of Troy
Burns but a millionth part
Of that deep hate that writhes
In Greece's heart.





And we are lost . . .
{It is now bright daylight. The GREEK SOLDIERS arrive from the
direction of the city. They address TALTHYBIOS.)















Of a child's cry



















THE WOMEN: Woe ... woe ... woe .. .
Ihon, we are lost!
(CASSANDRA enters gaily, flowers in her hair, her garment a mockery
of wedding dress. She sings to THE WOMEN and to HECUBA.)
CASSANDRA: What's the meaning of this weeping?
(song) All this waihng, all this woe?
Hecuba, my mother, do not
Cry against this gentle foe.
Made a prophet by Apollo,
Gay Cassandra has no fears;
1 can tell what's in the future:
There's no cause for salty tears.
A Libretto in Original Verse
Now you weep at vivid horrors.
Seeing brothers dying brave;
But they'll soon be quite forgotten,
Buried in our mem'ry's grave.
Laugh hice me at our soon parting.
Share my quivering dehght;
Gay Cassandra cannot sorrow ^-
She'll be bride this very night!
Agamemnon, mighty warrior.
Leader of the Argive tribe.
Chose Cassandra's virgin body
For his lust to circumscribe.
Sweet Cassandra soon surrenders
To a Icingly lechery;
Peace I'll bring to 'Memnon's passion.
Honor thus he brings to me.
Peace I'll bring to 'Memnon's passion.
Peace I'll bring to his whole life;
In the midst of 'Memnon's passion,
In the midst of being wife.
Sweet Cassandra's hand will flutter.
Ending ecstasy and strife;
Blood will mingle from our bodies.
Let by prophet's holy Icnife.
Gay Cassandra cannot sorrow '—'
She'll soon be a fatal wife.
15
THE WOMEN: Madness . . . madness
THE SOLDIERS: The gale sharpens.
THE WOMEN: We are lost . . .
THE SOLDIERS: The wind decides.
THE WOMEN: All is lost . . .
THE SOLDIERS: Our work is done.
THE WOMEN: O Ilium ... I
T
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(The breeze stiffens, blowing seaward and playing in HECUBA'S hair
as she steps forward.)
HECUBA: O God!
(aria) This veering wind
Which once I loved
On Ihum's clifrs
Is now the lash of knotted whips
Across my eyes »--
It cannot he.
It cannot he
That I must part horn Troy
Forever.
And yet it is to he.
And more, I leave not Troy
Alive and murmurous
With moving feet
And women at the wells
And voices in the groves »-'
But Troy's torn body.
Gnawed by Grecian dogs!
O to leave this thing for Heaven,
Or even Hell -—
Hell were better
Than Troy like this.
But we do not leave for hollow death
That blots out ruined Troys
And Avasted lives;
We leave for vile Greece,










And chokes off breath
In the very thinking of it.
Helen ^-' I
Helen ^ I
O that you could know eternal Hell
And feel the shafts of shame
For every hour your evil fame
Shall last.
A Libretto in Original Verse 13
Infamous wanton!
Origin of sin!
Your work shall pattern wickedness
Through each eon
Of future time i—' I
O you gods.
Know the work.




And name it sin.
See again the peaceful plain of Troy,
And lives hved out in quiet joy;
See innocence, tranquiUity,
See poignancy in sorrovi'
Alternate with mirth;
See dignity and worth,
See all your fairest dreams
Of goodly life
Between the walls of death and birth:
This was Troy.
My Troy.
Until . . . until . . .





But named it will be,
And remembered: i—'
Each wound,








It will be named.
This towering villainy >—'











THE WOMEN: No . . . no
HECUBA: We go.
We women bow
Like aspens in a gale.
Cut off from Troy,
Held back from sweet escape
Into the caves of death.
We go.
W^e are hopeless ^
But our hopelessness
Now becomes our hope.
It will live
And by it we shall flee to history
And live there,
Ageless symbols of the ageless evils
For every age to see.
We go.
THE WOMEN: Woe . . . woe .







In hopelessness our hope . . .
Hope follows pity
Into oblivion
And we are lost
O Ilium
We are lost
Existentialism in "Tlie Outsider"
• Charles I. Glicksberg
LITERARY existentialism has at
last taken root in American
soil. Oddly enough, it is a
Negro novehst who has sought to
apply some of the leading ideas of
French existentiahsm to fiction. In
Uncle Tom's Children and Native
Son, Richard Wright employed a
naturalism that rose at times to
a crescendo of furious violence.
Though the cult of violence is bet-
ter motivated in Native Son than in
his later novel. The Outsider, it is
abundantly present in both. It is as
if Wright ^vere for some reason
compulsively drawn to the theme of
murder. Unfortunately it is precisely
this compulsion which weakens his
second novel and prevents it from
belonging to the major order of fic-
tion which w^e associate with such
men as Dostoevski and Faulkner,
who have also handled this theme.
For the killing that "the outsider"
in Wright's novel commits is in a
sense gratuitous; it is murder car-
ried out, in part, according to a
metaphysical plan and purpose
while the hero is under the domina-
tion of an obsessive idea. Just as
Raskolnikov murdered logically, in
accordance with his conception of
himself as the superman who is
beyond good and evil, so Cross, the
protagonist of The Outsider, kills
out of a feeling that he has tran-
scended all human laws and broken
the bond that ties him to humanity.
But there, alas, the resemblance
ceases. Wbereas Crime and Punish-
ment is psychologically complex.
true to the universal components of
evil in human nature, spelling out
the traumatic consequences of homi-
cidal guilt, Cross is a killer on
principle, driven by metaphysically
obscure and unclarified motives.
Yet there are scenes in The Out-
sider that bear the stamp of authen-
tic greatness. Indeed, this novel,
like Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison,
marks the emergence of a new^ move-
ment in Negro fiction dealing with
the race problem. For the problem
as Wright portrays it is no longer
one of black-and-white contrasts, no
longer a study in hatred that reaches
a climax of murderous fury. Here
we behold a colored hero who has
been deeply influenced by existen-
tialist thought. An outsider, given
to brooding, he is bitter against life,
but not because he has been bom
black and therefore destined to surfer
the outrageous vi'ounds of racial per-
secution and wear the mask of
oppression. It is life that he finds
wanting. It is life itself on which
he passes cruel judgment. The out-
sider, " of course, is anyone who,
because of some physical abnor-
mality, the color of his skin that
makes him conspicuously diirerent,
the historic stigma that turns a man,
as is the case with the Jew. into a
scapegoat, begins to ask challenging
questions of life, to ponder seriously
the dichotomies of existence, and to
perceive finally the disparity be-
tween appearance and reality, fact
and fiction, truth and dream.
Thus, virtually for the first time.
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we are given a Negro protagonist
wno is not illiterate, unaerprivilegea,
viciously aggressive, and brutall^'^
sadistic. Cross is deep, suotle, en-
dowed witk quickness of under-
standing and fine psycnological in-
sigfit, a truly "complex" cKaracter.
Wrignt nas obviously been shaken
out of the naturalistic tradition by
the example not only of Dostoevski
but also of Sartre and particularly
Camus. In Trie Outsider, he is
raising, in fictional terms, some of
the disturbing questions that Camus
sets forth in The Rehel: What hap-
pens to the nihilist who has lost
all faith in God and has dedicated
himself to the worship of power?
As Camus incisively declares: "If
m.an w^ants to become God, he
arrogates to himself the power of life
or death over others." That trench-
antly sums up the horror to which
nihilism leads: systematic purges,
blood baths, political assassinations,
concentration camps, crematoria,
genocide. Nihilism has ushered in
a hideous reign of inhumanity.
Wright's hero suffers from a kind
of Americanized metaphysical "nau-
sea," to use Sartre s expressive term.
He drinks in order to escape the
hell generated by his own persecu-
tory thoughts. It is the nights that
he finds unbearable, for then he
must face the tormenting contradic-
tions, the -waste and futility, of his
existence. A "rebel" from the start,
he has been disdainful of the prac-
tical values most men cherish, the
golden calf before which they kneel
in prayer. Hence he cannot share
his inner life with his fellow workers
at the post office. His mind never
stops functioning. He is always
alone, driven by the painful need
to discover and define his identity.
Though he feels lost, he is able
to evaluate his situation clearly. He
knows that the life he is leading is
senseless. He has ruined ever>'thing:
his college career, his marriage, his
future. Caught in a trap he has
himself helped to prepare, he is
consumed by nameless anxiety. He
thinks of asserting his freedom by
committing suicide and thus ending
the dull, meaningless monotony of
his days, but his body refuses to
obey his will. And there is no one
to whom he can confide his anguish,
for v^ho ^vouId comprehend the
nightmare that was his life? Be-
sides, he is too proud to give himself
over to any confidant. Had he done
so, he would have immediately re-
gretted the indiscretion and killed
the man; there is this demented
curse of violence in him. The one
compelling task he has to perform
is to find out, if he can, the meaning
of his life.
Though he feels the desperate
need to achieve some measure of
self-understanding, he is filled with
deep self-loathing; he cannot pene-
trate the dark jungle of his feelings.
Because his mother, fiercely relig-
ious, disappointed in love and life,
had preached strenuously against
the lusts of the flesh, she had early
awakened in him a nervously height-
ened awareness of sex and sensu-
ality. After leaving his wife and
two children, he is involved in an
affair with a young woman who
becomes pregnant and threatens to
arrest him on a charge of rape. Now
he has reached a state of conscious-
ness that is "conscious of itself."
He is afraid but he cannot identify
what it is he fears. "Why were
some people fated, like Job, to live
a never-ending debate between
themselves and their sense of what
thev believed life should be? Why
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did some hearts feel insulted at
being alive, Kumiliated at the terms
or existence?" TTiese are the inner
debates in which the hero engages.
Anger courses through him but he
Knows not against whom or what it
should be directed. All he knows
with certainty is that no one can
help him, "there Avas no cure for
his malady, and, above all, that
this dilemma was the meaning of
his nfe."
Such existentiahst introspections
indicate the new direction in which
Negro fiction is moving: the search
for identi^J^ the struggle to interpret
the mystery of existence, the quest
for ultimate meaning. Like Ralph
Elhson in Invisible Man, Wright
is departing from the stereotype, so
dominant in fiction either by colored
or white authors, of the Negro
w^hose hfe is consumed in lacerating
self-pity and frenzied aggression
against his enemy, the white mian.
In this novel, Wright is trying to
achieve a higher synthesis, to ex-
plore the dimensions of reality on
a tragic plane. That is why he
selects a central character whose
preoccupations are other than those
of merely adjusting himself to a
world dominated by whites and
infected with the madness of race
hatred; Cross Damon must come
to terms v^^ith himself and his exist-
ence. Like the Sartrean hero who
thinks that he thinks that he thinks.
Cross reflects: "I desire desire, he
told himself. And there's no appar-
ent end or meaning to it."
As an outsider. Cross watches
how other Negroes, by the art of
debunking, transcend the myth of
the superiority of the white folk.
These Negroes take delighted pride
in the fact that their people vastly
outnumber the whites. And the
whites are neurotically frightened ^
frightened because at heart they feel
guilty. Their guilt lies in having
made all those who are not white
play the role of "outsiders." That is
the way the whites intimidate the
Chinese, Hindus, and Negroes.
Though Cross is drawn to these
colored rebels against existing con-
ditions, he would rather identify
himself with those ^vho are rebels
not because they are born poor,
unfortunate, and black, "but be-
cause they had thought their way
through the many veils of illusion."
Part of a metaphysical revolt com-
mon to all men who courageously
face the hum.an predicament. Cross
at least makes the effort to under-
stand himself, his \veaknesses as
well as his strength. Indeed, it is
this metaphysical passion of revolt
that had made him feel withdrawn,
alone, restless, less than human,
haunted by the sense that everything
around him is unreal.
It is this sense of unreality that
doiTiinates the early part of the
novel. Here is a man trapped by
the circumstances of his life but
trying hard to find a way out. Then
an accident takes place on the
Chicago subway, in which many
people are killed, and one mangled
body is mistakenly identified as be-
ing that of Cross Damon. Now
Cross has the opportunity, if he has
the courage to act, to remain legally
"dead" and, in another incarnation,
begin his life anew. But first he
must break with his entire past if
he is to forge a new destiny for
himself. He feels utterly estranged
from his environment, but this ex-
perience of alienation, according to
Wright, has nothing to do with his
racial consciousness. "There was no
racial tone to his reactions; he was
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just a man, any man wKo kad an
opportunity to flee and Kad seized
upon it. " In assuming a new iden-
tity, he could live as Ke pleased.
WKereas others drifted passively
tKrougK life and took themselves
and their role in time and space for
granted, he was resolved to govern
his life according to some conscious
aim. He was free ^^ free to do what
he lilted with himself. Here we get
the American version of a recurrent
existentiahst theme: the situation of
a man who, hy accepting respon-
sibinty for his decisions, affirms his
freedom in a world stripped of super-
natural sanctions. But Cross, who
must now map out his hfe accord-
ing to his own values, is terrified,
"for he knew that he first had to
Know what he thought his life was,
and had to know consciously all
the multitude of assumptions vv'hich
other men took for granted, and he
did not know them and he knew
that he did not know them. The
question summed itself up: 'What's
a man?' " The question, signifi-
cantly enough, is no longer, what is
a Negro, out what is a man. Cross
Damon thus aligns himself with the
rest of death-haunted humanity and
shares with them a destiny that is
ambiguous as well as tragic.
From this point on, The Outsider
takes a sharp turn in thematic devel-
opment. Cross meets a white prosti-
tute w^ho wants to give him her
love, but he casts her off. He leaves
her behind, but not before he has
killed a former crony who would
have betrayed the news that he was
still alive. Now^ Cross is alone with
his dread (the first part of the novel
is called "Dread"), questioning
where that oppressive sense of dread
comes from. From within the mys-
terious depths of himselfl In the
second part of the novel, entitled
"Dream," he heads for New York,
for the Harlem where he hopes to
lose and then find himself. Though
he is still full of dread, he is begin-
ning to come to terms with himself
by reappraising the meaning of his
past. Yet self-mastery still eludes
him. He is afraid of himself. It is
this first murder, committed on im-
pulse, that raises a number of serious
doubts about the structure of motiva-
tion in the novel. Cross is not the
type of man who would kill unpre-
meditatedly and then suffer no
seizure of remorse.
On the train that is taking him
to New York, he meets a priest, and
he realizes how much he resents ^-
and repudiates ^- all theological ab-
solutes. Rejecting the religious in-
terpretation of life, he decides that
he must formulate his own standards
of good and evil and bear the
responsibility for his actions. Be-
yond the grave there is no life and
no judgment. Through the priest
Cross is introduced to Ely Houston,
District Attorney of New York City.
a man born with a physical deform-
ity, a hump on his back. Because of
his deformity, Houston is an out-
sider who tends to identify himself
w^ith the persecuted Negro people.
As he sees it, the Negroes will in-
herit the culture of the West but
with this important difference: as
outsiders they will comprehend the
nature of the problem they must face.
"They are going to be self-cx)n-
scious; they are going to be gifted
with douhle vision, for, being
Negroes, they are going to he both
INSIDE and OUTSIDE of our culture
at the same time. Every emo-
tional and cultural convulsion that
ever shooh the heart and soul of
Western man will shake them.
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Negroes will develop unique and
specially defined psychological
types. They will become psycho-
logical men, like the Jews."
Here, tKrough the cKaracter of
Houston, WrigKt articulates tKe
underlying tKeme of the novel.
Houston is voicing an idea to which
Cross can give assent. Because the
Negro hves temporarily in a no-
man's lana, he is in a strategic posi-
tion to observe, to analyze, to in-
trospect, to detect the irrational
contradictions of our society. But
once the Negro gains full possession
of his rights, then what will hap-
pen? Will he conform to the estab-
lished norms of American culture
or will he retain to the end his sense
of being an outsider? In this con-
versation with Houston on the train
speeding to New York, Cross tries
to explain his conception of the
human heart. Civihzation, he feels,
was devised to act as a brake on
the savage and intolerable passions
in man, the horribly destructive
impulses that must be tamed. Cross
is convinced, how^ever, that man's
heart is the deadliest thing in crea-
tion. Having \vorIfed out his own
philosophical insights. Cross sus-
pects that the metaphysical terror
man now experiences is born of the
dismaying perception that man is
nothing in particular." That is the
frightening revelation man struggles
to keep hidden, for he cannot bear
the truth of his own insignificance
in the cosmic scheme of things. The
one who strips oii the painted veil of
illusion and reveals uncompromis-
ingly the nothingness behind the lie
of civilization r-- that man is the
unconscionable criminal, the rebel
who transcends all categories of
good and evil.
Upon arriving in Harlem. Cross
prepares to start his new life by
rejecting his old self. In drawing the
character of his protagonist, Wright
repeatedly drives home the point
that Cross was not a victim of a
militant racial consciousness.
"His consciousness of the color of
his skin had played no role in
it. Militating against racial con-
sciousness in him u>ere the gen-
eral circumstances of his upbring-
ing which had shielded him from
the more barbaric forms of white
racism; also the insistent claims of
his inner life had made him too
concerned with himself to cast his
lot wholeheartedly with Negroes
in terms of racial struggle. Prac-
tically he was with them, but
emotionally he was not of them.
He felt heenly their sufferings and
would have battled desperately
for any Negro trapped in a racial
conflict, hut his character had
been so shaped that his decisive
life struggle was a personal fight
for the realization of himself.
Here we behold a Negro hero who
is obsessed with the fundamental
problem of non-identity, his inability
to relate to others. He is no longer
driven by the implacable furies of
racial resentment. Instead, he seeks
to throw off false burdens and
responsibilities, the trivialities of
existence, and to achieve a genuine
sense of personal integrity and self-
worth. His overwhelming problem
is that he is without roots, not sus-
tained by the feeling that he be-
longs. Unable to adjust himself to
the role that his culture had assigned
him, he makes the effort to build
his own world, to be in command
of himself.
In Harlem he is drawn into the
Communist movement, though not
because he nurses a deadly grievance
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against tne wKites. If Ke Jecides
to tKrow in his lot with the Com-
munists, it is because they too are
outsiders. Perhaps this is one way
or putting an end to his isolation.
He will pretend — and here he is
guilty of an act of "had faith," in
the Sartrean sense — that he actually
beheves in the Communist ideology,
though inwardly he is convinced
that all political movements, what-
ever their complexion, are rooted in
the basic inequahty of man. He
does not hke the Communist organ-
izers he meets, men who spout
theory and humanitarianism in
order to hide their inordinate craving
for power.
Xhe third boolc, called "Descent,"
describes the complications in the
hero's hfe after he moves in Avith
the Com.munist leader, Gil Blunt,
and his wife, in order to protest
against racial segregation in hous-
ing. If Cross Damon is guilty of
acting in bad faith, so are the
Blunts. The point Wright is mail-
ing is that no one in our society
can avoid becoming implicated in
bad faith of some kind. "The daily
stifling of one's sense of terror in the
face of life, the far-flung conspiracy
of pretending that life was tending
toward a goal of redemption, the
reasonless assumption that one's
dreams and desires were realizable
—
' all these hourly, human feelings
were bad faith." The Communists,
however, do not hesitate to use this
bad faith as the foundation of their
life. Though Cross cast in his lot
with the Communists, the profes-
sional outsiders, he did not look
upon himself as an exploited victim
and did not crave the fulfillment
of some messianic hope. In this
respect he w^as unlike the Com-
munist brethren who sought, by
identifying themselves with the
Party and the Cause, "to resolve
their personal conflicts and rise
above the meaninglessness of their
existence.
"
Richard Wright presents a pene-
trating criticism of the psychological
motivation behind Communism. The
professional Communists are gov-
erned by a single passion: they w^ant
man to become god. Behind their
ideology and their action. Cross per-
ceives, lies the consuming hunger for
power. By participating in the Com-
munist strategy. Cross is plunged
into a nightmarish world of intrigue,
hatred, and conspiracy and is trans-
formed into a monster. When Gil
Blunt gets involved in a bloody
fight with the Negro-hating land-
lord. Cross kills hoth of them! These
kinings are perhaps intended to be
interpreted symbohcally, as expres-
sive of the epidemic of murder from
which our civilization surfers; yet
the murders constitute an integral
part of the story and the reader
finds himself unable to induce a
wilhng suspension of disbelief.
The fourth book, called "Despair,"
shows how the Party endeavors to
exploit this murder of Gil Blunt
as a characteristic act of Fascist
barbarism. Actually, Cross (who is
not suspected of the crime) had
killed these men without motive, out
of a sense of pride. He feels he has
to fight Communist leaders who,
knowing too well the depravity of
the human heart, exploit people
cynically. Such men. Cross comes
to realize, canalize the resentment
that flows hot in the veins of the
Negro and use him unscrupulously
for their own pohtical ends. Even
if Cross allied himself with those
militant Communists w^ho -were
dedicated to the ideal of eradicating
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racism, and tKe tattle against racial
Jiscrimination were won, what
would Kappen to him and his peo-
ple? They, too, would be destroyed.
It is then Cross seizes on the fixed
idea of killing Hilton, a Communist
leader, who is intoxicated with the
principle of power and tramples
brutally over people. It is this act
of killing which, like the previous
murders, sounds melodramatic. Be-
fore shooting his intended victim.
Cross engages him in a dialectical
debate. Hilton consistently main-
tains there is no ultimate justifica-
tion for anything done on earth, but
if there is no basis of justification,
if man is actually god, the supreme
arbiter of destiny, then nothing mat-
ters. It is then that Cross, acknowl-
edging no moral law, shoots him.
Cross is thus the tragic man of the
twentieth century who, rejecting the
teachings of Christianity and defy-
ing the myth of conscience, acts out
his own desires in defiance of all
ethical restraints.
This bare outline of the plot is
enough to indicate why The Out-
sider is a failure '— but a magnificent
failure »— as a work of fiction. A
metaphysically searching novel, it
is psychologically unmotivated and
therefore largely unconvincing. Once
Wright turns Cross into a wanton
killer, his material gets out of hand.
What leads Wright to specialize,
as it were, in the dynamics of mur-
der it is hard to say, but there it is.
It may be that Wright wishes to
explore those abysmal, nihilistic im-
pulses in the human heart that arise
from a flagrant contempt for human
life. Yet it is extremely difficult to
believe that Cross Damon would,
in fact, kill out of pure hatred.
True, Gide introduces a "gratuitous
act of murder in one of his novels.
but the whole work does not hinge
on this one act. In the case of The
Outsider, everything depends on the
reasons that lead Cross Damon to
behave in this fiendish manner, and
the reasons, alas, do not carry the
force of conviction. By resorting to
murder, the protagonist effectually
alienates the sympathy of the reader.
Yet the author's creative intention
does in part come through: he is
struggling to articulate the crucial
problem of our age. What is to
prevent those who are "outsiders,"
the nihilists who reject all the cate-
gories of good and evil, from violat-
ing the taboos that civilization im-
poses on them? Since there is
nothing to look for beyond this brief
life on earth, why not act on bad
faith? Why not kill?
Driven into this vortex of decep-
tion, betrayal, and crime. Cross be-
comes aware of his own monstrous
character, but his attitude toward
himself remains essentially that of
an ironic spectator. W^hen he falls
in love with the wife of the man
he killed, he worries lest she dis-
cover this horrible truth about him;
he is tempted to kill her too and
spare her the shock of disillusion-
ment. But he refrains with the cry:
"God, no; no more of this kilhng
whose logic led on and on into the
gray deadening reaches of inhuman
meaning." By what perverse species
of logic could he justify the murder
of this woman? Only if he were
outside of life itself. Hatred cul-
minates in murder, but love strives
toward the future. Apparently Cross
cannot overcome this "ungovernable
compulsiveness of himself and the
loss of his sense of direction in life.
All this is so abstract and so intel-
lectualized a study of character that
it fails to ring true. Cross is plagued
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by Kis isolation, kis inability to es-
tablish communion witn others, but
all that is decidedly not enough to
account for the murders he commits.
When the Party at last comes to
suspect that there is some connec-
tion between Cross and the murder
o[ Gil Blunt and Hilton, he has to
use all his resourcefulness in defend-
ing himself. But the Party, though
it distrusts his shadowy past, can-
not fathom his motives. Cross alone
knows the nature of the spiritual
sickness that led to his undoing:
"the dilemma of the ethical criminal,
the milhons of men who hved in
tiny crevices of industrial society
completely cut off from humanity,
the multitudes of httle gods who
ruled their own private worlds and
acknowledged no outside authority."
Cross, in short, represents the mor-
ally irresponsible and alienated man
of our time who, lost in the huge
anonymous \varrens of industrial so-
ciety, acts as his own law. To Cross
the most disastrous development of
modern history is the industrializa-
tion of life, which would have taken
place inevitably under any political
regime. Caught up in this mighty,
crushing rhythm of industrialization,
modern man loses his personal iden-
tity and succumbs to the contagion
of fear.
Just as in the past primitive man
projected his myths and recon-
structed the world in the image of
desire so as to overcome his dread
of the unknown, so even today man
seeks to disguise the unbearable
truth of reality and hide behind
consolatory myths. Here then is the
crisis that modern man faces. As
Cross points out: "We twentieth-
century Westerners have outlived
the faith of our fathers; our minds
have grown so skeptical that we
cannot accept the old scheme of
moral precepts which once guided
man's life." Here again W^right
sounds the existentialist motif: the
radical break with the illusions of
the past and the painful struggle
with the realities of today, the con-
flict between faith and reason, the
need to believe and the counterac-
tion of nihilism. If the supernatural
is completely abandoned, then, as
Dostoevski realized, man is hurled
into the void and life becomes in-
tolerable. The consequences of athe-
ism must be realistically confronted.
The atheists base their life on the
assumption that there is no God, but
the implications that follow are
catastrophic.
"It means tJiat God no longer
really concerns us as a reality
heyona life, hut simply as some-
thing projected compulsively from
men's minds in answer to their
chronic need to he rid of fear,
something to meet the ohscure
needs of daily lives amidst strange
and threatening facts."
For if religion is dead, then man
enthrones himself as god. If he no
longer places his trust in God, then
he is free to do very much as he
pleases on earth. After all, what is
to stop him? All moral absolutes
are rendered null and void.
Yet man must be governed in
some fashion or other, the beast of
evil in him tamed, and the best way
to do so is to fill him with illusions
and play upon his unreasoning fears.
That is how he can be enslaved:
by exploiting his basic fear of the
truth of reality. The strong ones,
the rulers, are those who know that
there is nothing beyond '— nothing!
The revolutionary is inflexible in his
pursuit of absolute power. Knowing
that human life is devoid of mean-
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ing, tKe Communists endeavor to
control the course of history. Poli-
tics, if it is to take the place of the
defunct God, must be total and
absolute. The future will therefore
mark the demise of freedom, the loss
of all those values that men once
held precious. Both Communism and
Fascism are the fruits of atheism.
In the last section of the novel,
called "Decision," Cross learns to
face the truth about himself: the
knowledge that he has broken all
the laws of civihzation. His crime
lay in contemptuously repudiating
all the premises that men hve by.
If he had found his former burdens
so unbearable, it was not, Wright
stresses, because Cross was a Negro
but because he was spurred on by
this imperious and insatiable crav-
ing for freedom. If the rulers of
society w^ere to accuse him, then he
would hurl this challenge at them:
"// he was to he loyal, to love, to
show pity, mercy, forgiveness, if
he was to abstain from cruelty,
to he mindful of the rights of
others, to live and let live, to be-
lieve in such resounding words as
glory, culture, civilization, and
progress, then let them demon-
strate how it u^as to be done so
that carrying out of these virtues
in the modem world would not
reduce a healthy, hungry man to
a creature of nervous dread and
paint that man's look of the world
in the blach hues of meaningless-
ness."
That is his spiritual defence. That
is how he indicts the world he is
forced to live in, a world eaten
away by the cancer of meaning-
lessness.
Grappling with the brute fact of
life itself. Cross Damon has sought
to cast off the trammels of marriage.
business, children, friendship, love.
He attaches himself to nothing and
to no one, neither tradition nor
party, neither culture nor civiliza-
tion. Thus he presents the stark
tragedy of the alienated man of our
time, trapped in the toils of thought
yet skeptical of the power of thought
to save him. Here is a man, fed on
the doctrines of Nietzsche, Hegel,
Jaspers, Heidegger, Husserl, Dos-
toevski, Kierkegaard, Sartre, and
Camus, who recognizes no moral
discipline; anarchic and uncontrol-
lable, he acts as his own judge,
ignoring all the feelings of the heart,
all the ties that hold the fabric of
humanity together. Ely Houston,
the District Attorney, finally learns
the truth about Cross, the killer,
but he has no conclusive evidence
and sets him free <-- free to endure
the terrors and agonies of his own
mind, the hellish misery of loneli-
ness that all the self-sufficient, little
gods must suffer. No one can help
him now; he can be saved by neither
psychoanalysis nor love. His punish-
ment, until the Communists track
him down and shoot him, is to be
eternally alone. While lying in the
hospital facing death, he confesses
that he now realizes the quest can-
not be carried out alone. Alone a
man is nothing. . . . Man is a prom-
ise that he must never break. . . ."
What is to be the critical verdict
regarding this extraordinary novel?
The unique achievement of The
Outsider is that the hero is a Negro
not obsessed by the problem. He is
a thinking man, self-conscious and
introspective to the point of nihilistic
alienation, bowed down by the
metaphysical burden of existence.
If he kills ^ and this is the weakest
part of the novel ^ it is not out of
racial rage but out of his sense of
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isolation, Kis feeling that Ke is be- Kim. Acknowledging no supematu-
yond human law. In his uprooted- ral powers, he believes that he is
ness, his anonymity, his lack of free to follow the dictates of his own
individuahty. he is supposed to be will, the imperative of the httle man
representative of twentieth-century who assumes that he can play the
man. He refuses to fall into any of role of God. That is his tragedy!
the ideological traps prepared for
An Evening with Robert Frost
® Marion Montgomery
We sat at lesson with the master weaver.
Chairs drawn against the steady square of walls.
And each must touch the random master shuttle.
Shoot skeins of conversation, though the loom
Was threatened with the torpid and inane.
How came his brittle gossamer to pattern
Untram.melled by the dullness of our own?
All golden in a glory of the fire.
The shuttle turned on tangents wise and wide.
And pattern came alive, a spider's spinning,
Above the warp and woof of our square weaving
Until the web was all.
A pause.
We stood.
The web, rent in the melee of our going.
Was trampled on the grayness of the rug;
Yet once outside, an awed apprentice weaver
Brushed web that tingled on his chin and cheek.
Of Days
® Samuel M. Sargent
Cyme




Tne script of Kistory makes its stele.
And each sequel
Of life is underlined.
Talce
From tne river any drop of current:
Tne loss is no deterrent
To tne flow^ that waters malce.
History,
So some have said, is hut a fahle
Planned at some tahle
In some tent of mystery.
You
Can ignore all signs that tell of storming;
Still it Iceeps forming
Out within the hlue.
Let
Caesar strip the calendar of days.
And let them haze
Chronology, and yet
Each
Minute runs its sixty seconds still.
And time will fill
The bucKet and the breach.
And
When the end appears it will appear
That all is here
From A to Ampersand.
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That There Shall Be a Countie-Breene
• Edith Garlow
I wandered here from Washington
To saunter in Penn Square,
It doesn't matter who I am.
You'll find me anywhere.
Well, anywhere that conscience stirs
A cloud of moral dust.
For hke the wind, men come and go.
And hfe is but a gust.
This morning fore the sun was up,
I heard old chuckhng Ben;
He huffed and puffed and glasses lost.
Discussing mortal men.
'Twas then I donned my Sunday coat
And journeyed to the square.
To stand aloft with W^ilham Penn,
But soon as 1 got there >—'
Comes a mighty ghostly army
To leader W^ilham Penn;
W^ill you listen to the rhythm,
A miUion marching men?
They come from every corner of
The Philadelphia green;
They swing along the Parkway, where
Old Ben can now^ be seen.
The statues rub their sleepy eyes
And join the ghostly throng;
The battle hymns of all the years
Ring through their marching song.
Their leader stands in stern review^
Atop old City Hall.
And ponders every chiseled word
Upon the time-worn scroll.
He reads that there be countie-greene
For time and judgment day.
With bird and fish and shaded tree,
W^here nature's children play.
The words are written on the scroll
To make it lawful deed.
For Penn observed that every age
Brings forth its crop of weed.
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Then from the lips of wise old Ben,
I heard this question fall:
What think you of the modern man
Who'd tear down City Hall?
"
And it seemed that God in heaven
Inspired the words of Penn;
His voice rang through the Parkway
To a million ghostly men.
"The soul that is America
Knew birth right in this towne;
Is there no longer soul to house
Since they would tear it down?
Does conscience gnaw inside the brain
That seeks to burn our ghosts?
Or would they build another towne
Where they may serve as hosts?
"My father was vice-admiral,
W^hen Charles the King did rule;
My father frowned upon the son
\Vho joined a Quaker school.
But, while warm my father's deathbed,
The monies from the crown
Were paid the son in royal grant —-
This Land, and hence this towne.
"'Twas then I met you in your homes
And asked you build them here;
Some suffered from the homesick plague.
And some knew awful fear.
Llewellyn, will you show the hands
That shaped the Bryn-Mawr wall?
And, Thomas, you who cleared the path
To Wissahickon Fall.
"John Key, you knew birth in a cave,
In sixteen eighty-two.
From Pennypot and British stock,
A vast metropolis grew.
Ben Drinker in rude cabin born.
Beside the Delaware.
You fathered eighteen children, and
You planned a city there.
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"But, one by one. I brougKt you here
With all the skills you knew;
We carved an Eden and a world
Where moral conscience grew.
O, raise your heads that all may see
The spouse of Martha Jones;
He ceased his mortal hfe too soon,
W^hile carrying these stones.
"I watched you build my monument,
Though I had left the earth;
I touched each stone; I touched each wall,
At last, my city's birth.
Each stone a life built in a wall,
While men had breath to draw;
It is our ghosts that haunt a towne.
For we are moral law.
I watched, and saw him turn again
To check the aging scroll;
I listened to the loud acclaim
That rang through City Hall.
I asked myself: "Is conscience, then.
The eye that sees the ghost?"
I searched the sunlit parkway for
One who'd given most.
Walt Whitman stood with book in hand
To represent his class;
In truth, he'd want a countie-greene
To house his Leaves of Grass.
And out in front, I saw old Ben
Still checking cause and Haw;
This case, he'd vow, irregular
In Philadelphia law.
And to the side stood Steve Girard,
Eschewing famous quill;
Was he planning ghostly justice
Where men ignored his w^ill?
And Morris seemed to sadly gaze
On those who held the trust
And watched his footprints buried deep
'Neath puff of modern dust.
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For LonJon towne is London towne.
From Abbey Wall to Tower.
But who would change old London Towne
For fashion of the hour.
And Paris is a dancing maid
That charms Sorbonne to Seine,
But who would tear old Paris down
And build her up again?
And Greece and Rome are older yet
Than Strand or de la Paix,
But time alone has vined their walls
And not a brief today.
heed the ghosts who march this day
To save our towne for time;
A hundred years and history hangs
Each villain for his crime.
And then I heard the thundering shouts.
As from a single throat;
They called to me: "You've heard the case.
And now your help is sought.
For we are all but dead men here.
And wear these ghostly boots.
For justice cannot longer sleep.
And save our city's roots."
1 said to them: "The book of time
Holds all these things you ask;
Man sees within a mirror the
True self, and not a mask.
For man is but the keeper of
An hour he holds as trust;
Today the man is mortal, and
Tomorrow he is dust.
"So little time to walk in life,
But ghost till judgment day;
I write each record in my book
Until men pass this way.
For in this ghostly courtroom, guile
Tongue coats not man's lust;
I check each link in endless chain
Of time's perpetual trust.
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"For time is ever jury in
Tne lives of mortal mien.
And history Kangs a thousand times.
The foes of William Penn.
For here within this countie-greene
Was bom a nation's soul;
Men pass. They merely hold a lease,
I now write on the scroll.
"
The statues wander home again,
The armies seek the park,
And justice beats her muffled drum.
Long after it is dark.
And the winds stir in the city.
They whisper in the arch,
And in the wind a ghostly drum
Beats in a rhythmic march.
I hold the hand of Wilham Penn,
I saunter in the square;
I pack aw^ay my scales and book,
I leave him standing there.
Who am I, then, you ask again.
Do you so soon forget?
Each naked moment with your God,
Unmasked, is where we met.
The Theatre
© Beverly Terhune
A giant swarm of moths and mites
Rush silently into the enticing hghts.
What shape is this?
Crawhng creatures that sting my hands.
Or silver grays from silver lands?
Tired eyes agree to be deceived
By grease-smeared charm so strangely weaved.
The twilight crowd drinks bhss.
Their hearts' ideal ^ this repulsive he —'
Is in reahty a glorious butterfly?
What shape is this?
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